Fleet Management

School Buses & Vans

When safety and security is all
that matters.
Whether public or private, K-12 or Higher Ed, the safety of students
is paramount in the age we live in today. MetTel’s fleet solutions for
student transportation are built with redundant safety tools and
resilient safeguard measures. We are working hard to secure the
transportation of students at every step of the way.

Key Benefits
I N C R E AS E D S T U D E N T & D R I V E R SA F E T Y

A monitored van or bus ride is a safe ride. Our solution
includes driver score cards, two-way communication
and green driving reports. Our tools let parents,
students, and school transportation officials stay
informed with live-streaming video, real-time alerts
and notifications.
R E D U C E B R E A K D OW N S & CO N T R O L CO S T S

Our solution includes preventative maintenance
alerts, remote engine diagnostics, automated
maintenance logs and reports. Stay informed with
asset utilization reports and all fuel usage with idling
and harsh driving alerts.
S CA L A B I L I T Y

Open APIs available enabling customization and
scalability.

For more info, email fleetservices@mettel.net, contact your MetTel agent
or visit mettel.net.© 2018 MetTel. All rights reserved.

Key Features
SA F E T Y & S E C U R I T Y

• Real-time, location-based service
that shows exact stopping times
from start to finish, assuring no
children are left behind
• Interior and exterior video
monitoring lessens bullying
behavior and enhances driver safety
• Back-door open alerts with time
and duration
DRIVER & VEHICLES PERFORMANCE

• Driver score cards show actual
driver performance over time
• Driver vehicle inspection automation
• Vehicle maintenance automated
tools
• Fuel consumption alerts
S E C U R E D, U SA B L E DATA

• Encrypted, permanent and archived
data via systems endorsed by the
Department of Defense
• Sharable data is instantly available
to law enforcement when time is
critical
• Universal platforms integrate into
school transportation management
systems
• Onboard equipment is secured in
tamper-proof hidden equipment

Ensure the Safety of your Students
Only real-time accountability of your school buses can provide the visibility
needed to ensure the safest and most secure operations. All of our tools
including multiple live video cameras are monitored in real time and offer
built-in redundancy and connectivity to assure uptime.
Student Attendance

Safe Stop & Transfinder Integration

Door & Stop-arm Sensor

Assist your drivers in completing
an internal roll call sweep to
ensure no students are left behind.

Data is captured by the fleet tracker and
is pushed into the third-party systems
through open API.

Logs doors’ status and the time/
location where the stop-arm and
lights are engaged.

Live Video Cameras
Assist your drivers in
completing an internal roll
call sweep to ensure no
students are left behind.

Driver Vehicle
Inspection Report
Helps streamline
pre- and post-trip
inspections and logs
reports for audits.

Driver Panic Button

GPS Fleet Tracker

Enhanced Communication

Allows a driver to quickly notify
stakeholders of an onboard emergency.

Works on multiple LTE networks nationwide and
captures vehicle location, engine hours, fuel consumption
and data from additional sensors and inputs.

Instant communication with
multiple drivers in the field
from one platform.

Make your school buses as safe
and secure as possible.
We build the tools to help you achieve the highest safety rating and the
most comforting security for the most precious cargo of all, school children.
We’re able to stay ahead of the competition by listening to school districts
and universities around the country and giving them the reassurances that
they need. Our goal is to make the daily operation of school buses and
university transportation as safe and secure as possible for the students,
the drivers and the other vehicles on the road. And, all MetTel’s fleet tools
are developed to save money on operations and maintenance costs.
To discover the MetTel difference, contact MetTel today. It’s the school
students’ safety that we care about.
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